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COPYRIGHT NOTICE 

 
No part of this document may be reproduced, republished, translated or digitalized in any form or by 

any means, without prior written permission of TESLA. 
Information contained in this manual relates exclusively to the TERA system component specified on the 

title page. New versions and modifications may be developed without prior notice to current users. TESLA 
has made every attempt to provide you with complete, error-free and accurate information in this manual. 
TESLA is not liable for errors or omissions contained in this document, or for any damages however resulted 
from using or relying on any information contained herein. TESLA's liability for errors shall be strictly limited 
to correcting such errors and providing advisory services as described below. 

Users should be familiar with operation basics of used product. If you experience any problems with 
your product, please contact us at: 

 
TESLA 

Rubeska 215/1 
190 00 Prague 9 - Vysocany 

www.tesla.cz  
 
 

http://www.tesla.cz/
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1.1. Introduction 
   This document is a user instruction manual of the computer application TERAview.  
   Product was developed in the Czech Republic. All rights reserved to TESLA. Offer or delivery of products or 
services related to the product does not include transfer of ownership rights. 

Before using the product, please read this manual carefully and understand all operating and safety 
precautions. Compliance with operational and safety precautions  can prevent from damage to equipment 
or injuries to personnel. Operating and safety instructions in the document are marked as follows: 

Atention! This formatted text indicates the operating and safety instructions. 

   The product may only be used in the specified manner and for its intended purpose. The product may be 

provided to third persons with this documentation only. 
 

1.2. Description and Utilization 

TERAview program is designed for configuration and diagnostics of wireless radon measurement or 
control network TERA made by TESLA. Allows you to download, display and export measured data. 
TERAview communicates with wireless components in measurement network via a Terminal connected to 
the computer via USB interface. Terminal is equipped with an antenna for radio communication with 
wireless components in the measurement network. For instructions and more information about Terminal; 
see http://www.tesla.cz/ . 

Before connecting the terminal to the PC you need to download and install drivers, see paragraph 
"Installation". 

TERAview can be used in these systems: 

A) TERA System for Radon Concentration Measurement (Figure 1) 

B) TERA System for Regulating Radon Concentrations (Figure 2)  
 

 
 
 

Figure 1 - TERA System for Radon Concentration Measurement 
 

http://www.tesla.cz/
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Figure 2 - TERA System for Regulating Radon Concentrations 
 
Measuring system description - Thanks to its independent battery or accumulator power, portable radon 

measuring probe supports flexible placing options within monitored structures. Battery or accumulator will 
last for more than 1 year.  The probe measures in autonomous and time continous way. It processes results 
at given intervals (default 4-minute intervals) and it counts moving average of radon concentration value at 
an interval of 1 hour (default moving average of 15 4-minute process intervals). It also counts moving 
average of radon concentration value at an interval of 24 hours. The probe saves time records of these 
radon concentration values including values of humidity and temperature within internal memory (typically 
at an interval of 1 hour). Next saved value is time record of measuring energy spectrum (typically at an 
interval of 12 hours). The resulting values can be downloaded continuously during measurement or at once 
at the end of measurement. Terminal supports simultaneous data downloads from up to 16 probes. All 
values are saved again into terminalterminal memory.  

 
Regulating system diagram description - Radon measuring probes located in a building transmit their 

current radon concentration values to terminal wirelessly. Terminal analyzes this information and on the 
basis of the measured (set) concentration level value it sends wireless command to actuator which is 
hardwired with power relay. Power relay switches on a fan which decreases radon concentration within an 
area. After decreasing of radon concentration, actuator receives command to switch off fan. This cycle 
repeats depending on increasing or decreasing volume activity of radon in building. Actuator also can switch 
low power load 30V/1A. 

 
The probe can be placed in any location in measured room, usually it is put on its bottom .  Bottom of 

the probe must not be covered. In case of time continuous measurement of radon concentration or in case 
of setting in regulation system the probe must be placed in radio range of Terminal. Distance (radio range) 
between the TSR2 and terminalterminal is up to 600 m in open space. In the buildings it depends on 
number of walls, building material, etc. Strength of radio signals (RSSI) is monitored by TerminalTerminal. If 
the radio signal strength between individual elements is insufficient, TSR2 radon probe must be inserted or 
repeater must be used to extend the signal. 

Individual wireless network elements communicate with each other and transmit the data when 
elements are within radio range, it create so-called MESH wireless network, where each element 
communicates with everyone else. For unambiguous determination of elements in the current network 
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topology each element is assigned MESH network address (number) 1 to 16 during initial bonding (bond) 
into the network. In different networks  may  the same physical element have different MESH address. 

For successful various wireless elements configuration in measuring system it is essential to know 
element radio channel number (communication wireless channel) and P2P address (Peer-to Peer) ( 
identification in wireless net). Both parameters are printed out on element serial number plate. Radio 
channel number is possible to change by the TERAview application and it must be identical to terminal radio 
channel number. P2P address is permanent and it can occur in one big wireless net only once. Terminal P2P 
address can be identical to P2P address of other elements in network. 

 
This program version can be used with the following elements. 
- Terminal  TCR3 – OS3.08 NP 
-  TCR4 – OS3.08 NP 
- TCR4A 
- Probe TSR2 – OS3.08 NP 
-   TSR3 
- Actuator TAR2 – OS3.08 NP 
- Repeater TRR2 – OS3.08 NP 

 
For instructions and more information about the individual elements of the wireless network TERA look 

at http://www.tesla.cz/. 
 
 

1.3. Installation 
 

Software and hardware requirements for PC: 
- Operating system (OS) Windows XP and later versions 
- USB interface  

 
For successful Terminal drivers installation and TERAview program installation follow these instructions: 
1) Do not connect Terminal to PC. 
2) Download from the website http://www.tesla.cz/  current driver and program: 

 TERA USB driver (32bit/64bit).zip 

 TERAview_vXXX.zip  
3) Extract compressed files to any directory on your PC. 
4) Run USB driver installation according to the type of your operating system (OS): 

64bit OS: ... \Driver Installation Tool\x64\McphCdcDriverInstallationTool.exe 
32 bit OS: ... \Driver Installation Tool\x86\McphCdcDriverInstallationTool.exe    

5) Installation wizard is opened in local language set. Press "Next" button. 

http://www.tesla.cz/
http://www.tesla.cz/
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6) Window "End User License Agreement" is opened. Check "I accept" and press "Next" button. 
 

 
 

 

7) Window “successfully completed the driver installation” is opened. Press "Finish" button. 
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8) Connect Terminal to PC via USB cable. 
9) In bottom right corner of screen you will keep informed about the status of device installation. 

 
 

 
 

10) Run TERAview by opening extracted file TERAview_vXXX.exe. The program is self-running, requires 
no installation. First, the warning message is opened, which highlights the absence of auxiliary configuration 
file. Press "OK" button, auxiliary configuration file is created and will launch basic window of TERAview 
application. Next execution TERAview is already without display of warning message.  
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11) When a message "Connected COM XX" is displayed in the bottom right corner of the application 
you have successfully connected Terminal to PC and you have successfully installed the TERAview program. 

Now you can proceed to bonding and configuration of the wireless network (see ´Configuration of wireless 

measuring network TERA – “Configuration”´). 
 

1.4. Description of TERAview Basic Window 
 
Basic window (see the previous picture) is divided into three parts: 
 
1) Menu bar - Offers four pull-down menus: 

1) „File“ – Offers the items "Exit"  to exit the program and  “Auto Download” for 
settingthe interval of an automatic data dowload 

2) „Configuration“ – Used to configure the network and measuring (see ´Configuration 
of wireless measuring network TERA – “Configuration”´). 

3) „Data reading“ – It allows to view and download measured results from memory of 
elements in a wireless network (see ´Measurement in wireless measuring network 
TERA – “Data reading”´ ). 

4) „About“ – Opens a window with information about the program. The window is 
closed by pressing "OK". The access rights are also set in this window 
 

2) Display field - Used to display the current set and current measured values.  
 

3) Bottom line - Displays current status of USB connection of Terminal "Connected COM XX" / "No 
connection" to serial COM port XX.  

 
There is also displayed a current list of errors occurring in the operation of the 
wireless system, "Last errors view". Typical errors may be, for 
example,noncommunicating elements  "Element Out of Range" or low battery 
voltage elements "Low battery!"  
 

1.5. Configuration of Wireless Measuring Network TERA - "Configuration/Wireless" 
This chapter introduces you to the process of initial wireless network bonding and configuration.For 

successful construction and wireless network bonding chronologically follow these instructions: 

1.5.1 Preparation and Topology 

Nearby PC connected with the terminal and installed program TERAview in it (see ´Installation´) prepare 
particular wireless elements (elements) of which will consist expected wireless network (network). 
Assemble and run particular elements according to relevant instructions manual. Leave all elements except 
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terminal without external antenna. Plan your topology (placement) of elements especially with regard to 
the planned number of radio signal repeaters to increase radio range. Retranslation is also automatic 
function of measuring probe. 

Figure below shows model example of one network on which we will show whole process of bonding 
and network configuration. Particular elements are described in the section ´Description and Utilization´. 

    

1.5.2 Radio Channel Selection 

Operating radio channel (channel) of given network can be freely selected from 62 different predefined 
numbers of frequency channels which are determined by the following formula: 

fN = 863.15 + N * 0.1 [MHz], where N is the number of radio channel. 
Selected operating frequency must be in accordance with authorizations to use spectrum in the region. 
Default factory setting of all the elements is set to recommended channel number 52. It is seen on serial 

number plate of particular elements.  

In case of more independent networks running in one location it is recommended to keep minimum 
spacing of 5 channel between operating channels of particular networks,. As the operating frequency band 
863-869.2 MHz so called ´free´ it means that it is free of charge band and in this band can work any other 
devices consequently there is possible that in selected channel of your network may occur interference 
with other devices. For these above-mentioned cases it is possible to reconfigure number of radio channel: 

Configuration -> Wireless -> Channel change -> Channel setting  
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Item Option Description 

MESH address: 1-16 Radio channel reconfiguration only individual network elements 

Term Radio channel reconfiguration only terminal 

All Radio channel reconfiguration of the whole network 

Channel: 0-61 Select of a new radio channel number 

Save - It reconfigures radio channel  in  selected elements 

Close - Window is closed 

 

Attention! When using this function user must know exactly what he wants to do. In case of wrong 
process it can cause collapse of elements connection. The best way is to change whole  network at once. 
After changing radio channel of network or individual element we recommend this change to write on the 
element product label in the "CH:" line. 

   Attention! The selected operating frequency must be in accordance with rules and privileges of 
frequency spectrum administrator in given territory. 

   For next steps of the sample network we keep all network elements tuned to the channel 
recommended from the factory on the number 52. 

 

1.5.3 Connecting Wireless Elements to Network  

The connected element must be the only one in a radio range of the terminal (or at least must 
have the markedly strongest signal). It can be done by 

-  switching off the other elements 
- placing the other elements into a closed metallic container 
- using the antenna with the connected element (least reliable, not recommended) 

 Now we connect separately individual elements to the network in the following way: 
 
3.1) Configuration -> Wireless -> Add bond  
 

 
 

3.2)  Set the range of the radio channels „Channel start:“, „Channel stop:“ on which the terminal 
should search the connected element. If we know the number of radio channel connected element 
from the product label - position "CH:" we set this number into both range positions. For our 
example we set 52 to 52. If we don't know the radio channel of the connectected element we must 
set whole range of radio channels from 0 to 61 and the searching will take longer time. 

3.3)  Press „Search“ button to searching new element. 
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3.4) The terminal find element with strongest radio signal, ie, the element with mounted external 
antenna and displays on the screen its unique P2P address „P2P address:“. Check if displayed P2P 
address is the same as the address of the connected element Element P2P address  is written on a 
product label of the element - position "P2P". On the “Info:”line is displayed information about the 
connected element – by default it is the information about the radio module, its operation system 
version and the firmware version. User can change these information – see 1.5.8. 

3.5)  Select suitable network MESH address for element „Requested MESH address:“. The terminal 
can communicate with up to sixteen elements, ie, in the network can be allocated network MESH 
addresses from 1 to 16. Every element can be assigned basically any free network MESH address. 
But if in the network is used repeater or probe with relayed function those elements must be 
assigned the lowest possible network MESH address. 
 

 
 
3.6)  Press the „Set Bond“ button for adding and saving element with the required MESH network 
address to the implemented net. Information window reports a successful addition to the network 
element, press „OK“ button. Radio channel of just added element is automatically change to radio 
channel of terminal (only in case of diferent radio channel of element).   
 

 
 

If the connected element has previously been added in this or any other network it displays alert 
window with information about this status and offers a choice of whether really to add the 
element to  new network„YES“ or not to add the element „NO“.  
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 If we try to connect the element which is already connected with another address, the 
warning is displayed with the notice that the previous address must be removed manually. 
 

 
 

3.7) We recommend assigned network MESH address and radio channel write on product label just 
connected element into „MESH:“ and „CH:” position.  

3.8)  Dismount external antenna from the connected elements (if applicable). 

3.9) Now we can go back to item 3.1) and add another element to the network or close the 
window by pressing button „Close“. 

At this point in the case of exemplary network we added 4 elements on a radio channel 52. According to 
the rules in section 3.6) repeater is assigned the lowest MESH address 1. Overview of P2P addresses and 
MESH addresses network elements of the model is in the table below. 

 

Element P2P address MESH address Description 

Element 1 21 1 Repeater 

Element 2 118 2 Probe 

Element 3 17 3 Probe 

Element 4 67 4 Actuator 

 

1.5.4 Removing the Wireless Element from Network 

If it is needed to change the topology of configured network or the network cancel complete the 
elements can be removed from the network as follows: 
4.1) Configuration -> Wireless -> Remove bond 
4.2) Choose MESH address „MESH:“ of element which you want to remove and press „Read“ 
button. Wait for searching of element and display its P2P address „P2P:“. Check if displayed P2P 
address is the same as the P2P address of the disconnected element. P2P element address is 
written on a product label - position „P2P:“. For example we are removing the element with MESH 
address 1. 
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4.3) Before pressing „Remove“ to remove the element from the network advanced remove 
options can be checked: 
 

„Remove in terminal only“ It removes one selected element from the network only in the 
terminal memory.  

„Remove all bonds“ It removes all elements from the network only in the terminal. 

„Remove“ If not checked options above it removes the selected element from 
the network in the memory of the terminal and erases the record 
about connection in the memoryof the element, too. 

 
If the unaccessible or broken element  is removed the option “Remove in terminal only” must be 
used (otherwise the error is reported). 
 4.4) Dialog window is displayed for confirmation of element removal. Press „Yes“ button. 
 

 
 
4.5) Info window is appeared about successful removal of element from network. Press „OK“ 
button. 
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4.6) If you want to remove another element start again at point 4.2) or press „Close“ button  for 
closing a window. After removal of all theelements of the network information window is 
displayed “No elements are bonded“. 

 

1.5.5 MESH Network Configuration 

We set and check remaining parameters of individual elements in the network as follows (forthe  
example network): 

5.1) Configuration -> Wireless -> MESH configuration 
5.2) Press the „Read“ button for loading all the information known about built radio network so 
far. Loading may take some time. During loading parameters you can press „Stop“ button for stop 
loading. If question mark „?“ is displayed at any position it means that the element or parameter is 
not available. 

 

 
 

The parameters mean: 

„Number of hops:“ Number of radio hops in the network 0-15. For network with no repeater the 
entered number is 0. In the case there are repeaters in the network it is 
necessary to set the number which is equal to the number of repeaters  in 
the network plus 1. 

„Channel:“ Radio channel number of the network. Press the button with channel 
number for the change of the network channel number, see ´Radio Channel 
Selecting ´ 

„ID“ MESH address of individual elements in the network. 

„Function“ The function of individual elements in the network. 
„not assigned“ – function is not assigned, the element is not participating in 
the measurement 
Other possibilities are “repeater”, “actuator”, “radon probe” 

„RF power“ Radio output power of individual elements in the network. The value of  
power can be changed by pressing power value, see ´Output Power Setting´. 

„RSSI“ Strength of the received radio signal in the order element / terminal in the 
range from 40 to 100, where higher number means a strongerreceived signal 
and thus  higher reliability of the connection. 

„Voltage“ Battery or accu voltage of the individual elements in the network. 

„P2P“ P2P address of the individual elements in the network. 
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5.3) We set the parameters „Number of hops:“ , „Channel:“ , „Function“ , „RF power“ according 
to the table above and according to requirements on network properties. We close window by 
pressing „Close“ button. In the case of our example network settings and parameters should look 
something like the following window: 
 

 
 

1.5.6 Location of the Elements 

Mount the external antenna to all network elements and arrange them on the planned places. Radio 
range of elements is in open space up to 600m but much less inside buildings. Radio propagation is affected 
by many factors. Primarily depends on the composition of the walls, on the number of metal barrier in the 
monitored object and reflections of radio signal. Because of that it is very important to find the best place 
for elements. 

After locating of all network elements run the MESH configuration window again: 
Configuration -> Wireless -> MESH configuration 

and press the „Read“ button. For correctr radio communication the loaded values strength of  received 
radio signal „RSSI“ individual elements should not fall below the level of 50. 

If one of the elements has low RSSI level or you are just looking for suitable location of the element, you can 
use special window for rapid measurement of RF signal strength of the selected element: 
Configuration -> Wireless -> RSSI measuring 
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Here you set MESH address of element „MESH address:“, the time interval between the current RSSI 

readings „Insert delay:“ and press the „Measure“ button. Each showing of the letter „P“ indicates the 
current value of received radio signal strength of the element „RSSI element:“ and of the terminal „RSSI 
local:“. The measurement is stopped by pressing „Stop“ button. If the values is not measured or is too low, 
the message „Error FEh“ occurs. Recommended minimum time interval of RSSI measurement is 1000 ms.It 
is important to bear in mind that during the RSSI measurement it is displayed received signal strength of the 
terminal and the last element of the radio path. In case a repeater (or a probe as a repeater)is used, there is 
no information on the received signal strenth of this element from neither direction. In such a case it is 
recommended to make the measurement with the terminal and one element succesively, hop by hop. 

 

1.5.7 Output Power Setting 

We recommend not to change the output power from the factory-set maximum value 7 (5 dBm). If you 
have high levels of RSSI in the operating system you can decrease the values of output power and so reduce 
consumption of elements during transmitting and so extend battery life. Decrease by one degree means a 
reduction about 2.5 dB. 

Configuration -> Wireless -> RF power change 
 

 
 

Choose MESH address of element „MESH address:“ which you want to change the output power. By 
pressing „Read“ button you can read current power setting of the selected element. In the „Power:“ you 
can enter the new value of power between 0 - 7 . For writing the new value into element memory press 
„Save“. The window is closed by clicking on the „Close“ button. For new setting of output power check RSSI 
see previous paragraph. 

 

1.5.8 Further configuration options 

Besides of the previously described configuration options offers the pop-up menu „Configuration -> 
Wireless“ jfurther options: 

„Routing change“ offers the possibility of changing the number of routing hops individually for 
respective elements of the network. This individual settings has no meaning under normal circumstances 
and its using is not recommended. The same window „Routing settings“, with a preset value „All“ in the 
box „MESH address“ is opened by setting the number of hops during the network configuration - see 1.5.5. 

„Info change“ opens the window „Info settings“ enabling to change the default information stored in 
the memory of the radio module which is displayed e.g. by elements bonding. By default it is the 
information about the radio module, its operation system version and the firmware version. The 
information can be 16 characters long. . 

The last two options – Rx threshold change a Rf mode change are intended for service purposes only 
and are not accesible in user modes USER a EXPERT. 
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1.6. Measurement Setup – “Configuration/Measuring systemTerminal 

1.6.1 Measurement parameters setup - Terminal 

Here you can set the basic parameters of the measuring system concerning the terminalterminal. 

Configuration -> Measuring system -> System configuration 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Settings description is in the following table: 
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„Terminal after reset“ Defines the terminal behaviour and initial state of the local relay 
after reset (e.g. after the accu is totally discharged) 
idle – complete setup is needed 
control only – network stays configured but the measurement is 
not startedbezdrátová síť zůstává nakonfigurována, ale centrála 
nespustí měření 
control+data acq-history – the measurement is started by the 
terminal without the history download 
control+data acq+history – the measurement is started by the 
terminal with the history download 
Saving this parameter to the terminal is done by pressing the 
„Save“ button. After the Info window about a successful 
completion is shown, press „OK“. 

„System function assign“ There is possibility to assign functions to individual elements. 
The same setting as in ´Mesh Network Configuration´. Saving 
this parameter to the terminal is done by pressing the „Save“ 
button. After the Info window about a successful completion is 
shown, press „OK“. 

„Timers – Query time:“ The time interval after which the terminal always regularly 
download the latest data from the wireless elements in whole 
network. The interval is set in seconds within the range 240 –
 32400 (i.e. 4 minutes to 9 hours). Prolongation of the interval 
can reduce consumption of elements and extend their battery 
life. Saving this parameter to the terminal is done by pressing 
the „Save“ button. After the Info window about a successful 
completion is shown, press „OK“. 

„Timers – Batt time“ The time interval after which the actual battery voltage of 
repeater is measured. The time interval is set in multiples of 
interval „Query time“ in range 1x – 256x. Prolongation of the 
interval can reduce consumption of repeaters and extend 
battery life. If the battery voltage drops below 3.0V the 
application opens a warning message. In this case the battery in  
repeater must be replaced with new one. Saving this parameter 
to the terminal is done by pressing the „Save“ button. Info 
window about a successful completion is shown, press „OK“. 

„Terminal real time setting“ Setting current real time into the terminal. This can be done by 
setting the current time in the computer „Copy PC time“or by 
manual typing in boxes and pressing  „Set“ button. The terminal 
can not automatically change the real time during the change 
between winter and summer time. 

„History of Measurement“ By checking the box „History clear“ and press „Save“ button is  
erased all older data stored in the main memory of terminal. 
After the Info window about a successful completion is shown, 
press „OK“. 

 

Attention! If you are going to erase old data from the terminal „History clear“ you must be absolutely 
sure that the previous datayou will not need in the future. 

For our example network we keep time intervals at the default settings as is shown in the picture above. 
We set the actual time and we can erase the memory of the terminal because we know that the prepared 
measurement will be completely new and previous results definitely we do not need. We close the window 
by pressing the „Close“ button. 
 

1.6.2 Measurement Setup - Radon Probe 

Here you can read and set the basic parameters of the measuring system concerning radon probes. 
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Configuration -> Measuring system -> Radon probes configuration 

After selecting this menu the window with several fields is opened where it is possible to set parameters 
of all the probes in the system and these probes can also be totally or partially initialized. 

 
 

 
 

Select gradually individual radon probes according to MESH address „MESH address:“. Press  „Read“ for 
reading of the currently set probes parameters in the field „Parameters“. If you need to change some 
parameters rewrite the value and tick the respective box “Save:” .Some parameters are in the USER mode 
inactive and can be only read. Description of parameters is in the following table: 
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Parameters 

„Discrimination:“ The whole measured energy spectrum is divided into 96 channels and three 
adjustable discrimination levels divide the whole area into four parts. The 
levels are set that way, that there are Ra A pulses in the part 2 and Ra C pulses 
in the part 3. The energy of pulses generated due to radon decay is precisely 
known so that the appropriate setting of discrimination levels separate the 
useful pulses from artifacts generated by noise  etc. (USER – only for reading) 

„Calibration 0:“ This number is a parameter for the calculation of the radon concentration 
from the number of pulses by the measurement according to the algorithm 0 – 
Ra A only. It is determined individually during the probe calibration. (USER – 
only for reading) 

„Calibration 1:“ This number is a parameter for the calculation of the radon concentration 
from the number of pulses by the measurement according to the algorithm 1 – 
Ra A + Ra C. It is determined individually during the probe calibration. (USER – 
only for reading) 

„Gain:“ This value determines the position of the energy spectrum and its change 
moves the spectrum to the left or right. It is determined individually during  
the probe calibration. (USER – only for reading) 

„Limit:“ It is the value of radon concentration at which relay in a regulating system  
switches on/off. This value has implemented a hysteresis of about 10%,  to 
avoid frequent switching around the limit. The default value is 200 Bq/m3..

  

„Record time:“ Time interval in minutes between two records of radon concentration. The 
default value is 60 , ie. the record is created every hour.  

„Spectra time:“ Time interval in minutes for spectra reading. The default value is 720 min, i.e. 
the spectrum is read and saved every 12 hours. 

„Agorithm:“ 0 – concentration is measured only from Ra A pulses (quicker, less sensitive) 
1 – oncentration is measured from Ra A + Ra C pulses (slower, more sensitive) 

 

After pressing the button „Read“ in the field „Info“ you can see the current real time  in the probe „Real 
time:“ and the value of the internal probe counter for service use „Total counts:“. 

In the field „Initialise“ you can tick individually what initialisation is to be done. The meaning of the 
respective items is in the following table: 

 

„Clear spectrum memory“ Erases all previous spectra records in the probe memory 

„Restart current spectrum 
meas“ 

erases the current spectrum buffer and starts a new 
measurement 

„Clear Rn records memory“ Erases all previous radon concentration records in the probe 
memory 

„Restart current radon meas“ Resets current calculated average values of radon 
concentration in the probe 

„Copy real time from terminal“ Sets real time in the probe according to the terminal 

„Reset  probe MCU,  
Clear total counts“ 

Service purposes only – inactive 

 
All the checked items from fields “Parameters” and “Initialize” are for the selected probe implemented 

together by pressing the “Do selected actions” button. If we just want to initialize the probes (no 
parameters are changed) , it can be done in one step by pressing the “Initialize All probes” button. 

After performing any action, the Info window about a successful completion is shown.  

The initialization process is recommended before starting any new measurement. 

Attention! When you initialize the probe you must be absolutely sure that you will not need th 
eprevious data in the future. 

In our sample network we will not change any of the parameters and we leave it in the factory setting. 
We only make initialization of radon probe so that we erase all records in memory and we set real time 
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from a terminal. Info window about a successful completion is shown, press „OK“. Then close the window 
by pressing „Close“. 

 

1.6.3 Measurement Setup - Actuators 

Here you can set the basic parameters of the measuring system concerning actuators. 

Configuration -> Measuring system -> Actuators configuration -> Parameters 

If there is no actuator in the system an information message is shown: „No actuators are bonded”. 

The small window below the address selection box is used for selection whether the current state of the 
actuator – “Current state” or the state after reset – “Default state after reset”  is to be defined. 

 

 

By pressing the „Read“ button  the current state of the relay contacts („State:“) and adjusted operation 
mode of relay in the actuator with MESH address „MESH address:“ is read. The actuator relay can be 
adjusted to three modes of operation according to the following table. Selected mode of operation is saved 
into the actuator by pressing button „Save“. 

 

„Off“ The actuator relay is permanently switched off. 

„On“ The actuator relay is permanently switched on. 

„Auto“ The actuator relay is controlled wirelessly from a terminal according to the current 
concentration of radon and according to the adjusted switching limits in the radon 
probes. 

Attention! If the actuator is connected to the system for regulating radon concentration it is necessary 
to have set the mode of operation to „Auto“. 

In our sample network we set mode of operation of the actuator with MESH address 4 to “Auto” and we 
press  „Save“. Then close the window by pressing the „Close“ button. 
 

1.6.4 Measurement Setup - Repeaters 

Repeaters operate autonomously and no configuration is needed. 
 

1.7.  PC link configuration – „Configuration/PC link“ 

By the selection Configuration -> PC link the following window is opened in which the communication 
parameters between PC and a connected terminal can be changed. The default parameters are suirable In 
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practically all the situations so this window is intended for IT specialists and a rare cases in which the 
default setting is not appropriate. 

 

 
 

 

1.8. Measurement in Wireless Measuring Network TERA  

 This chapter describes how to start measuring, display current results and read data records from the 
probe and the terminal. 

 Radon probes continuously measure the radon concentrations and associated parameters. Continuous 
measurement and evaluation of all parameters in the probe can be stopped only by switching off the probe 
(where applicable) or by removing the battery/accu. Measured results are automatically saved into the 
probe memory. The terminal only provides data acqusition from these probes and other wireless network 
elements. 

 There are two possibilities how to download data to a terminal from radon probes and the whole 
network: 

a) Continuous data download – The terminal is present during the measurement and it periodically 
downloads the current data and the records from radon probes and other elements. This principle 
is necessary in a system for regulating radon concentration in buildings where terminal 
continuously evaluates the limit concentration in the measured area. The advantage of this 
principle to use in systems for radon concentration measurement is that the measured results in 
probe memory are transmitted to the terminal continuously and after the end of measurement 
data is immediately available and it can be downloaded quickly from the terminal to the PC. 

b) Downloading data after the measurement – The terminal is not present in the wireless network 
during the measurement. Radon probes after configuring measure autonomously. The terminal is 
connected wirelessly to radon probes after the end of measurement and downloading runs 
additionally. The advantage of this principle is that during the measurement it does not need the 
terminal. The disadvantage of this principle is that the additional download more data may take 
some time because the wireless communication channel between the probe and the terminal has 
a very limited transmission speed. 

 
 

1.8.1 Starting and Stopping of the Measurement 

Starting and stopping of the measurement in the terminal only mean the start and the end of data 
acquisition from elements of the wireless network. The measurement is started and stopped in the basic 
window of application in the field „Terminal“, item „Data acquisition:“ by pressing the buttons which are 
detailed in the following table:  
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„Start“ Start of the data  acquisition in acompletely new measurement . Data measured  
before the time you press the „Start“ will not be downloaded. 

„Continue“ Data acquisition is resumed after interrupt i.e. even data from the period of 
inetrruption (history) is downloaded. The history depth is 256 records and 32 
spectra 

„Interrupt“ Data acquisition into the terminal is interrupted (radon probes measure 
continuously on) 

 

Attention! When you need to change the network configuration during the measurement you should 
always interrupt the data acquisition by pressing the "Interrupt". For resuming the data acquisition 
pressing the "Continue" button is  needed. 

Attention !: If you interrupt (stop) data acquisition into a terminal by pressing the „Interrupt“, you 
always carefully consider what you expect from a measuring system in the next step: 

a) You ended the measurement and you are going to make completely new measurement  -> press 
„Start“ button 

b) You only interrupted the measurement due to network configuration etc., and then you are going 
to resume the measurement -> press „Continue“ button 

Attention! If you want to start quite new measurement (press„ Start“ button) it  is recommended to 
initialize (reset) radon probes, see „Measurement Setup - radon probe “ and to delete older recordings in 
a terminal, see „ Measurement Setup - terminal“. In these operations you must be aware of the loss of 
measured data from previous periods unless youdownload the data into the PC. 

 

1.8.2 Displaying Current Values 

When the data acquisition is ran basic window displays the current values of the wireless network 
elements. Names of the tables in the basic window corresponding to the elements from which the current 
values and parameters are downloaded:  

„Terminal“ – Terminal 

„Actuators“ – Actuators 

„Radon probes measured values“ – Radon probes 

The actual values of the elements are repeatedly read after a specific period of time „Query time“, which is 
set during configuration of  wireless network see „ Measurement Setup - terminal “. 

The actual value of the terminal are read regularly after 1 second.   
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The basic window for our sample network with "Query time“ 240 seconds is on the following picture: 
 

 
 

 

The descriptions of items  from basic window is in the following tables: 
 
„Terminal“ 

 ;  
Accumulator in the terminal is being charged; 
Accumulator in the terminal is not being charged 

 
Actual accumulator voltage of the terminal 
over 3.5V – green color – OK 
below 3.5V – yellow color – need to charge 
below 3.3 V – red color – necessarily charge 
below 3.1 V – Terminal is automatically turned off 

„Relay:“ The currently set mode switching relay located in the terminal. 
You can resize: 
„Off“ Relay is permanently clasped 
„On“ Relay is permanently not clasped 
„Auto“ The relay is controlled by the terminal of the actual 
concentration of radon and according to the set switching 
limits radon probes. 

 ;  

Current status of the relay contacts in the terminal: 
Contacts are off; 
Contacts are on 
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 ;  ;  

Current status of data acquisition in the terminal: 
Data acquisition is off; 
Data acquisition is on; 
Data acquisition is on and  a new  values are just downloaded 

„Temperature:“ Temperature in degrees of Celsius (°C) measured in the 
terminal. 

„Pressure:“ Atmospheric pressure in kilopascals (kPa) measured in the 
terminal. 

„Humidity:“ Relative humidity in percentage (%) measured in the terminal. 

„Query after xxx secs“; 
„No data acquisition“ 

The time remaining to the next data acquisition in seconds; 
Data acquisition is off 

 
„Actuators“ 

„MESH:“ Selecting of displayed actuator by MESH address. 

„Set“ The button for actuator configuration, see „ Measurement Setup - 
Actuators“.The  data acquisition must be interrupted 
duringconfiguration.  

„Mode:“ Currently set mode of actuator operation: 
„Off“ The actuators switch is permanently switched off. 
„On“ The actuators switch is permanently switched on. 
„Auto“ The actuators switch is controlled wirelessly from a terminal 
according to the current concentration of radon and according to the 
adjusted switching limits in radon probes. 

 ;  

Current status of the relay contacts in the actuator:  
Contacts are off; 
Contacts are on 

„Voltage:“ Actual actuator battery voltage. If the voltage is lower than 3.0 V the 
value turns red and warning window of low battery voltage is opened. In 
this case the battery must be replaced. 

 
„Radon probes measured values“ 

„MESH:“ Selecting displayed radon probe by MESH address. 

„Radon:“ Hour moving average of radon concentration in Bq / m3. 

„Long term:“ Day moving average of radon concentration in Bq / m3. 

„Temperature:“ Temperature in degrees of Celsius (°C) measured in radon probe. 

„Humidity:“ Relative humidity in percentage (%) measured in radon probe. 

„Voltage:“ Actual radon probe battery voltage. If the voltage is lower than 3.0 V the 
value turns red and warning window of low battery voltage is opened. In 
this case the battery must be replaced. 

„HV check:“ Status of high voltage in the radon probe (for service purposes). 

„Failures count:“ Number of failed communications between the radon probe and the 
terminal. The maxmal displayed number is 3. During the first correct 
communication this number is zeroised. History of unsuccessful 
communications can be found in the diagnostic data of the terminal see „ 

Records Readings from Terminal “ (for service purposes). 

 
 

1.9. Displaying and Saving of Measured Values – „Data reading“ 

1.9.1 Terminal Data  Reading  

The time records of measured values and diagnostic data can be downloaded from the terminal only in 
continuous data download mode when the terminal is connected to the measuring system during the 
measurement.  
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Data reading -> Terminal -> Data 
 

 
 

After pressing  the “Read/Interrupt/Continue” button  all the time records from the terminal  are 
downloaded into the TERAview application from the time of the last memory erasing in the terminal, see 
´Measurement Setup - Terminal´. Downloading can be interrupted by pressing the „Interrupt“ and resumed 
by “Continue” button 

Records are created in the terminal only when the data acquisition is running.  
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Four kinds of records can be downloaded from a terminal: 
 

„Records“  Time record of measured values in the individual probes (radon concentration, 
temperature, humidity, battery voltage, etc.) 

„Spectra“ Time record of the energy spectrum in the individual probes  

„Diagnostics“ Time record of events in the measurement network 

„Terminal“ Time record of the measured values in the terminal (pressure, temperature, 
humidity, accumulator voltage) 

 

All records downloaded into the TERAview application can be deleted by pressing the „Clear“ button. 
Pressing this button does not  delete records in the terminal! 

All records can be saved at once to files in the PC by pressing the „Save All“ button. After that  a 
destination of the target directory must be selected in the next window. By confirmation of the target 
directory the following query window is opened where previous selections must be confirmed: 

 

 
 

 

After this confirmation the set of files in xxx.tab format is created. The file names of individual records 
are firmly defined as follows: 

 

RDN_XX.tab Time records of measured values in probes where XX is a MESH address of 
individual probes 

SPC_XX.tab Time records of energy spectra in probes where XX is a MESH address of 
individual probes 

DIA.tab Time record of events in the measurement network 

TERM.tab Time record of the measured values in the terminal (pressure, temperature, 
humidity, the battery voltage) 

 

Files with  .tab extension are text files that contains a table of data in which columns are separated by 

tabs; can be imported by most spreadsheet programs, which will format the data into cells (Excel etc.)for 
further processing. For easy graphical display of RDN-xx.tab and SPC_xx .tab files can also be used the 
program RadonView, see „Accessories“.  

Records can be also viewed and downloaded individually by pressing „View“ or „Save“ buttons in fields 
„Records“, „Spectra“, „Diagnostics“, „Terminal“. Number of records „Total:“ is also displayed in each field. 
In the fields „Records“ and “Spectra” the MESH address of displayed radon probe „Probe:“ can be chosen. 
In the field „Terminal“  is also seen the time of the first record  „Time:“. 

https://techterms.com/definition/spreadsheet
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The following  windows and tables illustrate options of display and setting for individual record types. 

 
„Records“ – Time records of measured values in radon probes 
 

 
 

 

MESH address: Selecting of displayed radon probe by the MESH address   

1..X Number of individual record 

time Time of individual record 

radon [Bq/m3] Hour moving average of radon concentration 

sum1,sum2,sum3,sum4 The number of impulses in the energy window (expert, services) 

temperature [°C] Temperature measured in the chamber of  radon probe 

humidity [%] Relative humidity measured in the chamber of radon probe 

HV Number of pulses of a high voltage generator (for service purposes) 

Alg Radon concentration measurement algorithm 
0 – Ra A measurement (quicker, less sensitive) 
1 -255 – Ra A + Ra C measurement (slower, more sensitive) 

Save Press the button to save the records in the .tab format  file 

Close Press the button to close the window 

Find record No: The number of the first record to display can be set in the box 

Find Press this button to find the record with a set number 
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„Spectra“ – Time record of the energy spectrum in radon probes 
 

 
 

MESH address: Selecting of displayed radon probe by the MESH address   

Select buffer: Selecting of displayed energy spectrum by date and time 

Spectrum data Data for the selected energy spectrum. The „Time“ item defines the 
starting time of the spectrum measurement and the „Meas Time“ item 
defines the real data acquisition interval. In the moment when there is 
more than 255 pulses in any channnel, data acquisition is stopped. If 
there is no more than 255 pulses the real acquisition interval is equal to 
the set interval. A new acquisition starts in any case after elapsing the 
set interval. 

Save Press the button to save the records in the .tab format  file 

Close Press the button to close the window 

 
 

Energy spectrum shows number of impulses generated due to radon decay. Every detected impulse has 
definite energy which is measured and evaluated into 96 discrete energy levels (channels). One discrete 
level presents energy interval 0,1 MeV and whole energy graph is approximately range 0 - 10 MeV. If 
number of impulses in some energy levels cross 255 the record of spectrum is stopped earlier before setting 
record interval. Then the real time of recording in seconds is written in 5 digit number after name of record 
spectra in record list. 

Expected energy peak for Po-218 is in 60-61 channel as 6,00MeV. Expected energy peak for Po-214 is in 
77-78 channel as 7,69MeV. 
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„Diagnostic“ – Time record of events in the measurement network 
 

 
 

 

1..X Number of individual record 

time Time of individual record 

MESH MESH address of the element which triggered the event (Term - 
Terminal) 

output Event code 

info Event description 

Close Press the button to close the window 

Find record No: The number of the first record to display can be set in the box 

Find Press this button to find the record with a set number 
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„Terminal“– Time record of measured values in the terminal 
 
 

 
 

 

1..X Number of individual record 

time Time of individual record 

pressure [hPa] Air pressure measured in the terminal 

temperature [°C] Temperature measured in the terminal 

humidity [%] The relative humidity measured in the terminal 

accu [V] Accumulator voltage in the terminal 

Close Press the button to close the window 

Find record No: The number of the first record to display can be set in the box 

Find Press this button to find the record with a set number 

 
 

1.9.2 Data Reading from Radon Probes 

If the terminal has not been connected in the measuring system during measurement and it is utilized 
only for one time records downloading from radon probes after the end of measurement, then use the 
following process  for downloading records of measured values and  records  of energy spectra from the 
individual probes. 

Radio communication normally uses XLP (extra low power) mode for minimization of power 
consumption of the radio modules This mode is very time consuming when downloading large volumes of 
data due to the very limited transmision speed.To speed up the data transmission and to fulfill the regulator 
constraints STD (standard) mode is used for one time downloading of large data volumes. This mode is 
more power consuming but substantially faster. 
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Time records of measured values in radon probes 

Data reading -> Radon probes -> Records 

 
 

 
 

 

MESH address: Selecting of displayed radon probe by MESH address 

Records from to Selecting of the range of downloaded records items from - to (default 
values can also be overwritten by desired number). The item number 1 
is always the most recent record. 

Mode Mode selection affects the speed of downloading. If the probe is in a 
radio range of the terminal, use the default seting „STD, no repeaters“. 
If the probe is outside the radio range and uses a repeater, the selection 
„STD+repeaters“ must be used. The selection „XLP, no change“ is only 
for service purposes – do not use under normal conditions 

Read/Stop Press the button to start downloading of records from the radon probe 
(Downloading can be interrupted by pressing the „Stop“) 

1..X Number of individual record 

time Time of individual record 

radon [Bq/m3] Hour moving average of radon concentration 

sum1,sum2,sum3,sum4 The number of pulses in the energy window (expert, services) 

temperature [°C] Temperature measured in the chamber of the radon probe 

humidity [%] Relative humidity measured in the chamber of the radon probe 

HV Number of pulses of a high voltage generator (for service purposes) 

Alg Radon concentration measurement algorithm 
0 – Ra A measurement (quicker, less sensitive) 
1 -255 – Ra A + Ra C measurement (slower, more sensitive) 

Save Press the button to save the records in the .tab format  file 

Close Press the button to close the window 
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Time record of the energy spectrum of radon probes 

Data reading -> Radon probes -> Spectra 

 
 

 
 

 

MESH address: Selecting of displayed radon probe by MESH address 

Buffers from to Selecting of the range of downloaded records items from - to (default 
values can also be overwritten by desired number). The item number 1 
is always the most recent record. 

Mode Mode selection affects the speed of downloading. If the probe is in a 
radio range of the terminal, use the default seting „STD, no repeaters“. 
If the probe is outside the radio range and uses a repeater, the selection 
„STD+repeaters“ must be used. The selection „XLP, no change“ is only 
for service purposes – do not use under normal conditions 

Read/Stop Press the button to start downloading of records from the radon probe 
(Downloading can be interrupted by pressing the „Stop“) 

Select buffer: Selecting of displayed energy spectrum by date and time 

Spectrum data Data for the selected energy spectrum 

Save Press the button to save the records in the .tab format  file 

Close Press the button to close the window 

 

Energy spectrum shows number of impulses generated due to radon decay. Every detected impulse has 
definite energy which is measured and evaluated into 96 discrete energy levels (channels). One discrete 
level presents energy interval 0,1 MeV and whole energy graph is approximately range 0 - 10 MeV. If 
number of impulses in some energy levels cross 255 the record of spectrum is stopped earlier before setting 
record interval. Then the real time of recording in seconds is written in 5 digit number after name of record 
spectra in record list. 

Expected energy peak for Po-218 is in 60-61 channel as 6,00MeV. Expected energy peak for Po-214 is in 
77-78 channel as 7,69MeV. 
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1.9.3 Automatic data downloading  – „Auto Download“  

In the pull-dowm menu „File“ on the menu bar there is besides the item „Exit“ also the item „Auto 
Download“ for setting the possibility of automatic downloading and storing of data records.  By clicking on 
this item the following window is opened: 

 
 
 

 
 

By clicking on the inscription „Directory:“ or on the white stripe below the standard window for target 
directory selection is opened. After selecting the directory and closing the window appears the path to the 
selected directory in the white stripe. 

The downloading interval in hours is set in the box „Interval:“. Setting 0 means that the automatic 
download is disabled.  

After setting the parameters the window is closed by pressing the button „OK“. 

In the set time interval the records (radon concentration and spectra) are automatically downloaded 
and saved in the selected directory under following names 

RDNxx_yymmdd_hhmmss.tab  for radon concentration 

SPCxx_yymmdd_hhmmss.tab  for spectra 

where xx – MESH address of a probe 

In the files are saved records originated after saving of previous records. By linking the files can be 
obtained the overall data from the beginning. 

Attention: The TERAview application must be running all the time. If the application is stopped and 
then started again, the autodownload is cancelled and new parameters must be set. 

 

1.10. Access Rights Setting and the Program Information – „About“  

By clicking on the pull-down menu „About“ on the menu bar the following window is opened: 
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On the first row (to the left from the „OK“ button) there is an information about the radio module 

operation systém version (RF>=3.08), further the information about the application access rights (USER) 
and a software version (3.11.06). Second row contains the date of release and on the third row there is an 
identification number (ID) of the terminal and its firmware version. 

Access rights with two levels exist in the system 

- USER – Common user of the TERA system 

- EXPERT – Epert user of the systém with the possibility of changing some parameters of the probes  
 

Inaccesible functions or parameters are in the respective menus displayed as inactive (grey). Normally is 
the program delivered with the lowest level of access rights - USER. 

Clicking on the first row opens the box (over the „OK“ button) for inserting the service mode passord. 
This mode is reserved for producer’s specialists and the password is thus secret. 

 
The EXPERT access rigts change 

Selected users can obtain from the producer (TESLA) the EXPERT level password. This password is 
unique for each terminal and the producer delivers this password to the user based on the terminal ID 
(FFFFFF on the picture). By clicking on the third row the next row is opened (see the picture). The obtained 
password must be inserted into the box „KEY:“ and after pressing the „GO“ button the access rigts are 
changed to the EXPERT level and the window „About“ is closed. Flag of EXPERT level is written to terminal 
and it is valid only for one particular terminal forever than the change below is made. 

In case of an EXPERT -> USER transition stays the box „KEY:“ empty and the „GO“ button is pressed.  

Windov can be leaved without any action by pressing the „ESC“ or „OK button. 
 

 
 

 

1.11. Warranty and Licensing 
TERAview application can be freely downloaded from the manufacturer's website TESLA www.tesla.cz. 

TERAview downloading of an application from the website and then running it you agree with the 
conditions of the end user license agreement which is included in the download package TERAview. You 
agree that you will not give permission, copy, sell, rent, transfer, distribute, publish, offer to third parties or 
otherwise commercially exploit application TERAview without the prior written consent of TESLA. 

TESLA assumes no responsibility for errors, omissions and damages resulting from the use of 
applications TERAview. 

Other versions and modifications can be created without prior notice to users of the current version. 
 

http://www.tesla.cz/
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1.12. Accessories 
RadonView - Computer application for easy viewing records and spectra measurement of radon 
concentration (files .tab) is to download on the website of the SÚRO (National Radiation Protection 
Institute) 
(https://www.suro.cz/en/prirodnioz/suro-software-data-processing-from-continuous-rn-monitors) 
 

 
 
 
 

1.13. Revision History 

 
Revision Date Comment 

Rev.1: 22. 7. 2015 Initial release 
Rev.2: 30. 4. 2016 Extended release 

Rev.3: 20. 8. 2016 Corrected release 

Rev.4: 12. 6. 2019 Interprattion of spectrum 

 

 

https://www.suro.cz/en/prirodnioz/suro-software-data-processing-from-continuous-rn-monitors

